#DMAfaves

It’s a challenge to see everything in this Museum, so let’s play favorites! Start on Level 1, and let the map lead the way to twelve great artworks in the DMA’s collection. Take a moment with each work and read the label to learn more about it.

Find your own favorites along the way, and then take a picture and tag it #DMAfaves!

DMA Friends: Check in when you spend time with each of these artworks to earn the #DMAfaves badge!

Text the codes for each artwork to 214-390-9693 or use the codes to check in at a DMA Friends kiosk.
**DMA Friends:** Check in when you spend time with each of these artworks to earn the #DMAfaves badge! Text the codes for each artwork to **214-390-9693** or use the codes to check in at a DMA Friends kiosk.

Share your photo via social media #DMAfaves